Abstract-We present a framework for maximizing the capacity (or bit rate) of symmetric bit-rate communication services dominated by crosstalk, in particular Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) services. We assume the DSL channel is a Gaussian channel, so transmit power spectral density (PSD) design is sufficient to maximize bit rates. Using the channel, noise, and crosstalk transfer functions, we set up an optimization problem and solve for transmit PSDs that maximize the joint capacity of same-service users. Joint signaling techniques and optimal power distribution yield significant gains in bit rates (or performance margins) over current schemes. Furthermore, the designed transmit PSDs are inherently spectrally compatible with existing services on neighboring lines. We purposefully design a general framework; it does not depend on the exact choice of modulation scheme, for example. It is also extremely simple and of low computational complexity. The framework can also apply to other channels besides DSLs, such as wireless channels, coaxial cables, power lines, and telemetry cables used in geophysical well-logging tools.
I. Introduction
Many communication systems rely on significant resource-sharing among multiple users, in particular transmission bandwidth. Proximity of different paths or channels between users can lead to multiuser inte$erence or crosstalk, as in crosstalk between digital subscriber lines (DSLs) in a telephone cable or between users in a wireless channel. Crosstalk lowers channel capacities and can be a limiting factor for achievable bit rates [ 11. Complete cancellation or suppression of crosstalk is not always possible, since it is difficult and/or expensive [2]. Rather, we employ crosstalk avoidance techniques and optimal spectral allocation schemes among multiple users to maximize bit rates.
For concreteness, we frame our discussion in terms of the DSL technology, though our results have more general applicability. We define a service as a transmission protocol (based on bit-rate and transmit power characteristics) over a standard telephone line. A service can be a DSL service, as, ADSL, VDSL, or HDSL [3], or a non-DSL service, as, T1, ISDN, or POTS [3] . A telephone cable in the USA typically contains up to 50 lines packed closely together, each potentially carrying a different service. Every ,T%his work was supported by the National Science Foundation, grant no.
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Email: {rohitg, richb} @rice.edu Web: www.dsp.rice.edu transmitter intends to communicate with the corresponding receiver at the other end. However, transmitted energy from a given line leaks, via electro-magnetic coupling, into other receivers of neighboring lines as a result of the proximity of lines and the absence of proper electro-magnetic shielding. This leakage leads to significant crosstalk between lines in a telephone cable (see Figure 1) . As more and more DSL services are introduced, it leads to increased congestion in frequency and contention for bandwidth, for example, VDSL and Home phoneline transceivers [4].
Assuming that the DSL channel is a Gaussian channel, second-order statistics are sufficient to characterize the channel [5]. Hence, design of optimal transmit power spectral densities (PSDs), also referred to as transmit spectra, are sufficient to maximize the bit rates. Further, when we optimize the bit rate of any service we also need to make sure that the optimized service does not significantly inject crosstalk power into the existing DSL services. In other words, we must ensure that the service being optimized is spectrally compatible with existing services. A similar problem was first solved in [6] for symmetric-bit-rate services facing only self-NEXT and white AGN. Here, we solve the problem for symmetric-bit-rate [7] services in the presence of self-NEXT, self-FEXT, AGN, and interference from other services. Given the channel, noise, and crosstalk characteristics we solve an optimization problem to maximize the joint channel capacity of same-service neighboring lines under an average power (see [8,9] for details) and a combined average plus peak frequency-domain power con-straint (details in this paper). Constrained optimal spectra yield large performance margin gains up to 13 dB over current fixed-spectra schemes (see Table IV-B) . Further, they are inherently spectrally compatible with existing services. Constrained optimal spectra can be implemented using any modulation scheme and can be easily adapted to varying noise and interference environments.
Section n outlines our definitions, notation, and assumptions. Section I11 presents algorithms to obtain optimal transmit spectra. We discuss simulation results in Section IV and present conclusions in Section V. The term selfinte$erence refers to the total combined self-NEXT and self-FEXT.
Definitions, notation, and assumptions

N E X T
We assume that the channel can be characterized as a linear time-invariant system. We divide the transmission bandwidth B of the channel into K narrow frequency bins; each of width W Hz and center frequencies fk with index k E { 1 , . . . , K } . We assume that the channel, noise, and the crosstalk characteristics vary slowly enough with frequency that they can be approximated as constant over each bin [lo] . We use the following notation for the magnitudesquared channel transfer function [l 11, There are two types of crosstalk (see Figure 1 ):
We consider real signals with symmetric frequency responses. Thus, we deal only with quantities over the nonnegative frequency region.
1. The channel transfer function is monotone decreasing. In case the channel transfer function is non-monotonic (e.g., in the case of bridged taps on the line [3]), the techniques In addition we assume that: that follow can be applied in each individual bin independently. This scenario makes the power distribution problem more difficult, however (see [9] for details). 2. The level of self-FEXT is small enough in all the bins that it is not necessary to separate in frequency samedirection transmit spectra of same-service lines. of the general concept of orthogonal signaling that includes other schemes like time-division signaling (TDS) and codedivision signaling (CDS). FDS eliminates self-NEXT and therefore potentially increases capacity; however, FDS also cuts the transmission bandwidth in half thus potentially reducing capacity. Clearly, NDS/FDS should be employed judiciously to optimize this tradeoff.
Optimized signaling techniques
A. Optimization under an average power constraint
Problem statement: Maximize the capacity of a DSL service in the presence of channel noise, interference (DS-NEXT and DS-FEXT) from other services, and self-NEXT and self-FEXT under two constraints: (1) the average DSL input power in each direction of transmission be limited to P, , , , and (2) equal capacity in both directions (upstream and downstream) of transmission. In the absence of self-interference, the interference combination consists exclusively of different service interferers and AGN. This total interference can be lumped together into one AGN source as in (4) [13] . Under the Gaussian channel assumption the optimal power distribution in each direction of transmission is obtained by the classical waterfilling solution [16] .
When present, self-NEXT and self-FEXT severely limit the achievable bit rates in symmetric-bit-rate DSL services. In this paper (and for long lines with small bandwidths in general) self-NEXT can be assumed to dominate self-FEXT and self-FEXT can be assumed small [9] . This is the case of interest for high-bit-rate DSL2 (HDSL2) [12] . However, self-FEXT still factors into our design in a significant way. This is a new, non-trivial extension of the work of [6] .
A.l Joint signaling scheme
The level of self-NEXT varies with frequency. In high self-NEXT regions FDS might be useful to reject the self-NEXT. However, in low self-NEXT regions, the loss of transmission bandwidth of FDS could outweigh any capacity gain due to self-NEXT rejection. Therefore, we would like our signaling scheme to be general enough to encompass both FDS, NDS, and the array of choices in between. Our approach is related to that of [6] .
Consider the case of two neighboring lines carrying the same service. Line 1 upstream capacity is C" and line 2 downstream capacity is Cd. Under the Gaussian channel assumption, we can write the upstream capacity in bits per second (bps) as Cd can be expressed in a similar manner by interchanging SU(f) and S d ( f ) in the above equations for C". We can solve for the capacities C" and Cd using classical waterfilling [16] if we impose the restriction of NDS, that is S"(f) = S d ( f ) Vf. However, this gives low capacities.
Therefore, we employ FDS (S"(f) orthogonal to S d ( f ) )
in spectral regions where self-NEXT is large enough to limit our capacity and NDS in the remaining spectrum. This gives much improved performance [8, 9] .
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A.2 Optimal signaling scheme: One frequency bin
We continue our analysis on a single frequency bin k assuming the frequency bin responses (lt(3). Using standard optimization techniques we can solve for the correct signaling scheme that maximizes capacities in each bin (see [8, 9] for details). We can write test conditions to determine the signaling nature (NDS or FDS) in a given bin:
The test conditions imply perform FDS in the bin if the S N R (Gk) is low as compared to the self-interference (xk, Fk) or NDS otherwise.
Please note that FDS is a special case of the more general orthogonal signaling concept, for example, TDS and CDS. However, of all orthogonal signaling schemes, FDS signaling gives the best results in terms of spectral compatibility under an average power constraint and hence is used here (see proof in [9]).
A.3 Optimal spectra: All frequency bins
To obtain the signaling schemes for all bins, we apply the test conditions (8) and (9) to each frequency bin in [0, B].
In the low self-FEXT case we obtain an NDS frequency region to the left of a switch-over bin M N~F and FDS frequency region to the right of it [9] . We perform optimal power distribution over all bins according to the algorithm in [lo] . A simple iterative algorithm yields the complete optimal transmit spectra (see [8] and [9] for more details).
We can reduce the iterative algorithm to a single, computationally efficient step and obtain a fast near-optimal solution.
B. Optimization under a frequency-domain peak power
A peak power constraint in the frequency-domain could arise in a number of ways: (1) peak power limit, ( 2 ) a standardized PSD mask, or (3) from spectral compatibility considerations. In this section we will impose an additional frequency-domain peak power constraint. This constraint is in addition to the average power constraint. We obtain optimal transmit spectra for a DSL service under these constraints, in the absence of self-interference.
constraint: No self-interference
The problem statement is similar to that in Section III-A but without the equal capacity constraint and with additional power constraints. Consider a line carrying a DSL service in the presence of different-service interference and channel noise. The twisted pair channel can be treated as a Gaussian channel with colored Gaussian noise [13] . The channel capacity (in bps) is given by (5) [ 161 with the average power constraints (6) and (7). In addition we have new peak power constraints S"(f) I &"U) vf and s d ( f )
For discussion purposes, we will focus on the upstream transmission. The same analysis can be applied to the downstream channel.
We wish to maximize (5) subject to the constraints (6), (7), and (10). The constraints are linear and differentiable. Further, the objective function to be maximized (5) is concave (the log function is concave). Any solution to this problem must satisfy the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) [ 171 necessary conditions for optimality. For a concave objective function and linear, differentiable constraints, any solution that satisfies the necessary KKT conditions is a unique globally optimal solution [17] . Thus, we seek any solution that satisfies the necessary KKT conditions. "Peak-constrained water-filling"* yields the optimal solution to (3, (6), (7), and (10). The optimal transmit spectrum is given by otherwise,
with X a Lagrange multiplier. The spectral regions Epos and E,, are specified by E,,, = {f : 0 I SU(f) I Q " ( f ) } , and
We vary the value of X to achieve the optimal transmit spectrum StPt (f) that satisfies the average and peak power constraints (6), (7), and (10). It can be easily shown that this solution satisfies the KKT conditions for optimality. Substi- In both figures, the constrained optimal spectra employ NDS signaling throughout the frequency band. Further, the constrained spectra do not necessarily follow the constraining PSD. For more examples please refer [9] .
IV. Simulation results and discussion
A. Examples
B. Performance margins
The peformance margin or noise margin of a channel for a fixed bit rate and bit error rate measures the maximum degradation (from noise and interference) in performance that a channel can sustain before being unable to transmit at that bit rate and bit error rate [21] . tuting the Optima' PSD ' $Pt (f) into (5) the capacity 3Simulation Details: Bit rate fixed at 1.552 Mbps. Total average input C" under the average and peak power constraints.
Note that if the maximum allowed average power (pmax) exceeds the power under the peak power constraint then the optimal transmit spectrum is the constraining PSD itself. In the absence of an average power constraint (but with a p e a power constraint) the optimal transmit spectrum is again the constraining PSD. 2Peak-constrained water-filling can be likened to filling water in a closed vessel with uneven top and bottom surfaces.
Table IV-B compares the uncoded performance margins3 of the constrained optimal transmit spectra "under OPTIS" versus the OPTIS transmit spectra [ 181 for CSA loop 6. For different service interferers (HDSL and Tl), only the NEXT powers were considered, while for HDSL2 "self" comprises both self-NEXT and self-FEXT. Constrained-optimal transmit spectra always outperform (have higher performance margins) fixed, standard (non-adaptive) spectra. The margins of constrained optimal spectra are smaller than ones obtained using optimal spectra [8] because of the constraining PSD masks. 
V. Conclusions
In this paper, we have derived optimal transmit spectra for symmetric bit-rate communication channels dominated by self-NEXT, in particular for DSLs. We setup and solved an optimization problem to jointly maximize the bit rates of each same-service DSL line in a binder given the channel, noise, and crosstalk characteristics. Constrained optimal spectra vary with interference combination and do not necessarily follow the constraining PSD.
The key advantages of our techniques are: (1) Optimal transmit spectra yield large performance margin gains (up to 13 dB in our experience) as compared to current fixedspectra schemes. We can trade these increased performance margins for increased bit rates or decreased average transmission power (which in turn will reduce crosstalk). (2) Optimal transmit spectra are inherently spectrally compatible with existing services. (3) Optimal spectra are not bound to any particular modulation scheme. (4) Transmit spectra can be adapted on-line to changes in line conditions (e.g., temperature variations, etc.). (5) Optimal spectra can be used for spectrum management in a telephone cable. (6) Vendor advantage can be achieved by using adaptive constrained optimal spectra underneath fixed, standardized spectra.
For details on obtaining optimal spectra under only an average power constraint and in the presence of bridged taps please refer to [8, 9] .
Our scheme requires a priori knowledge of the characteristics of the neighboring interfering services. In a practical system, these can either be estimated at start-up or analyzed in a worst-case manner for a particular line under consideration. This information could also be obtained from a central
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Access Networking office database that specifies the type of services in each binder group in the telephone cable.
